Expressive Art and Design

PSED and Religious Education

Communication and Language

We will be looking at the work of famous

We will be taking part in a whole school

A big part of our work this

artists this term including Andy Warhol and

Buddhism Day in November where the

term will be focused around

Roy Liechtenstein. The children will produce

children will learn all about the religion and

rehearsing and learning lines

their own movie posters using materials and

for the school production.

ICT. In role as film makers they will also

and meditation activities and learn all

Year 2 will take the lead roles

have a chance to take and edit their own

reincarnation. They will also have the

in this and it will be a great

photographs. As part of our final event,
Understanding the World
As part of our Geography focus, we will be
finding out about different parts of the
world through film. We will be studying films
based in the UK and in different countries,
particularly those set in Norfolk and the
capital cities of the UK. We will be looking
at different types of travel and some of the
Physical Education
We will be continuing with Dance and Games

Mathematics and Computing

opportunity for them to see
how a show is directed, staged

We will continue to work on our number

and performed. They will have

skills this term, with a focus on problem

lots of opportunity to work

solving. We will also be learning about
measures and will be making our own tables

on expression and delivery. We
will also be interviewing some

and graphs to link with our theme. The
Literacy
We will be reading Anthony Browne’s book ‘King Kong’ this term, along with a
selection of his other titles. We plan to give the children lots of opportunities to
develop their speaking and listening skills through drama and discussion. They will

